This article and the two longer articles that preceded it attempt to answer 28 the question: What is the profit to be gained from over two decades of intense 29 scholarly effort focused on method since 1992? 1 
30
Specifically, the present article gathers points from Parts 2.1 and 2.2 that 31 have the support of pluralities of scholars and presents them in organized 32 fashion, with a few brief comments. The intent is to make possible an ana-33 lytical grasp of much of these two previous, long articles in this series. The 34 hope is that it might facilitate reflection and aid in formulating methodol- 35 ogy to help achieve optimal writing of the history of ancient Israel and her 36 neighbors. 37 The two immediately preceding articles in this series, Mykytiuk Strength- Criteria used to select the 24 scholars are that they are (1) non-45 minimalists for whom (2) there is a live possibility that much of the Hebrew 46 Bible may contain valid historical data and (3) they have written significantly 47 in a relevant area. 48 Immediately below, "Where treated in this series" is intended to be a 49 help, because the discussion following simply lists these scholars by their 50 last names. It is much easier to find the points referred to via the endnotes or 51 by using the "Where treated" column than by using the bibliography.
52
The 24 select scholars, whom one may whimsically call "the four and 53 twenty elders," 2 are as follows.
54
Views of several other scholars are also included where there is com-55 monality or if a salient point seems to deserve mention. 56 Inevitably, some important views held by worthy scholars, including 57 the select 24, are not included. Rather, this article tracks some elements of 58 approach that are held in common. The common elements are usually found 59 in the parameters within which the approaches operate. The shared aspect 60 promotes credibility and conciseness. 
Q21
Amid the disparate variety of current approaches to study of the Hebrew uments "the fact that ancient scribes significantly revised the texts that they 697 transmitted and the reality that this process of revision-often by way of
